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but with a c dimension that is e^ighttimes that
substructure (8 x c = 40.94 A). All seven rows of
superstnrcturesatellite reflections were observed. The
superstructurecan be explainedby ordering of cations,
anions, and vacanciesthat occur in the channels of
cancrinite. HRTEM images show the positions of the
CO3-groupvacanciesand associatedCa-atom vacancies,
i.e., [CarCO3] vacanciesin the supercells.The ordering
of [CarCO3] clustersand their vacancies,and ordering
of Na and Ca cationsand Ca vacancieson the Na2 site,
give rise to the superstructurein cancrinite.A superstructure model is presentedin which the chemicalcomposition, degree of nonstoichiometry, and formation of
superstructuresin cancriniteare rationalizedin terms of
availablespaceand coordinationsof the Na2 site in the
channels.
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INTRODUCTION

The cancrinite-group minerals are framework
aluminosilicates that occur in silica-deficient,
alkali-rich rocks. These minerals are of interest
becausethey are rock-forming aluminosilicates,
containvolatile elements,and sharestructuralunits
Keywords: cancrinite, high-resolution transmission with the industrially impoftant zeolites.The cages
electronmicroscopy,crystalstructure,superstructure, in cancrinite are the same as the building units in
[CarCO3] vacancy, order, modulated structure, many zeolites.The cancrinite-groupmineralshave
sodalite,zeolite.
complicatedand rather interestingchemistries:they
contain large anionic groups, and many are
SoMMAIRE
nonstoichiometric.Structurally, they are of special
interest becausethey display intriguing satellite
Nous avons utilis6 la microscopie 6lectronique d reflections that vary markedly with composition
transmissiond hauter€solutionpour 6tudierlesrdflexions and temperature, thus giving rise to complex
satellitescomplexesd'une cancrinite carbonat€ehexago- modulatedsuperstructures.
nale, Na6.6Ca1.5[A16Sr6O2a](CO3)1.6.1.8H2O,
dont les
The structuresof the cancrinite-groupminerals
paramdtresa et c sont 12.590et 5.117 A respectivement. are characterized by a network of (Al,Si)Oo
Ces r€flexions sont la manifestation d'une surstructure
tetrahedrain which the Al and Si cations are fully
dont la maille partage la m0me dimension a que la
Their structures consist of parallel sixsous-structure,mais dont laB6riodicit6c esthuit fois celle ordered.
de la sous-structure(z[0.94A). Chacunedes sept rangdes memberedrings consistingof alternatingAlOa and
de r6flexionssatellitesa 6t6 observde.Nous attribuons la SiO4tetrahedra.The hexagonalsymmetry, P63, is
surstructured une mise en ordre des cations, anions, et the result of the stacking of such six-membered
lacunesdanslescanauxde la structure.Les imagesi haute rings in an ABAB... sequence.This stackinggives
r6solutionmontrent la position deslacunesimpliquant les rise to large continuouschannelsparallel to the 63
groupesde CO3ainsi que leslacunesassoci6es
impliquant axis (e axis); these channels are formed by
le site du Ca, c'est-ir-dire, les lacunes impliqu'ant twelve-memberedrings of alternating AlOa and
SiOo tetrahedra. The structure also consists of
'Present
'of small cages
address:Departmentof Geology, University of
"'chains"
["undecahedral" or
Kuwait, P.O. Box 5969, Safat 13060,Kuwait.
a-cagesthat are bounded by six four-membered
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CANCRINITE
d2

FIc. l. Projection of the structure of cancrinite down [001] showing the site
nomenclature,symmetryelementsfor spacegroup P63,largechannelsalong the
63;xes, and cagesalong the 3-fold axes(Papike 1988,modified from Grundy
& Hassan1982).

and five six-membered(Al,Si)O4 ringsl along the
three-fold axesthat are parallel to the z axis @g.
1).
Cancrinite-groupmineralshavestrong structural
similarities to the sodalite-groupminerals. However, the latter have at ABCABC... stacking
sequenceof six-memberedrings that leadsto cubic
instead of hexagonal symmetry. This sequence
leads to an offset of the channelsby the C-type
layer and gives rise to a network of large cagesin
the sodalite-groupminerals instead of continuous
channelsas in the cancrinite-groupminerals.

The minerals of interest in this paper include
vishnevite, basic (hydroxyl) cancrinite, davyne,
and, in particular, cancrinite (Table l). The ideal
end-member formula for cancrinite is Na5Ca2
[Al6Si6O24](COr)tc2HrO.However, many cancrinite-group minerals are nonstoichiometric,and
the compositionof the specimenusedin the present
1.8H2O.The
study is Na6.eCa1.5[Al6Si6O24](CO3)r.6r
results obtained from this cancrinite can then be
used to discuss the superstructures in other
membersof the cancrinitegroup.
Satellite reflections are commonlv observedin

TABLE 1. COMPOSMONSOF CANCFINITE-GROUPMINERAIS AND INFOFUATIONABOUT CAGE CLIJ{ITERS
Mhemls
C€rcdnlto

ld€alFomuhs

Cagsdu60e|8

NfuCs2tAl6$l6O24l(COd2'2H2O ttta'llzola

Channdlons
Ne Ca,@g

R

Rde|€@
Grudy & Ha€san09e)

Baslc (@roq0
Csncdnne NaStAl6Sl6Oz4l(OH)2'3H2O [NaH2Ol+
Vlshnwlte
Oryyne

N%tAl6Sl6O24l(SOy''2H2O [Na'H2Olr
Na6C€2lAl6Sl6O24lq2(OH)2 lC€'Ol *

Na, OH,fl2o

0.047 Hagn & Gnrdy (1991a)

tla K SOa

0.037 Hasn & Gn,rdy (1984)

Na, C€,K OH

0.044 lhssAGnrdy(19$)
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cancrinite-grouprninerals (Jarchow 1965, Foit e/
ot. 1973),but their origins are not known in detail.
The satellite reflections indicate distinct supercells
with various values fsr the c pararneter (Brown &
Cesbron 1973).Details of satellitereflectionsfrcim
cancrinite-group minerals differ for each mineral
and differ among specimens from different
localities. In addition to distinct chemistries,the
satellite reflections are related to the temperature
of formation of the rninerals and the ordering
processesassociatedwith decreasingtemperature.
Grundy & Hassan (1982) studied a carbonaterich cancrinite(the samespecimenas is usedin the
present study) with well-developed satellite reflections using X-ray-diffraction analysis,high-resolution transmissionelectron microscopy (HRTEM),
and selected-areaelectron diffraction (SAED)
analysis. They excluded the possibility that the
satellitereflectionsarisefrorn periodic variationsin
the stacking sequenceof ths six-memberedrings.
Their HRTEM image did not contain information
on the $atellitereflectionsbecausethe order giving
rise to such reflections is easily destroyedby the
electronbeam. Therefore, other featuresthat may
be periodic, such as stacking faults, antiphase
domain boundaries,or twinning, could not be ruled
out as the cause(s)of the satellitereflections.
Here we present new HR.TEM data on the
superstructurein cancriniteto determineits origin;
the results support the superstructuremodel of
Grundy & Hassan (1982). The present study
indicates that the superstructure arises from
ordering of the atoms and vacanciesthat occur in
the channelsof cancrinite.The presentresultsshow
the positions of the COr-group vacanciesin the
supercells. Such vacancies are associated with
Ca-atom vacancies. Three [CarCO3] vacancies
occur in a supercell.
Srnucruns oF CANcRTNTTE-GRoup
MtNrnem

5l

The cages in most cancrinite-group minerals
contain one [Na.H2O]+ cluster, although davyne
contains[CarCl]+ clusters.The Na atom is on the
Nal site, and the H2O molecule is disordered
around the three-fold axis becauseof hydrogen
bonding (06 oxygenin Fig. l). In davyne,Ca rather
than Na occurs on the Nal site, and Cl occurson
the three-fold axis in placeof H2O. The framework
atoms, [Al6Si6O24],and the atoms that form the
cageclustersare not involved in the superstructures
becausethese atoms show no unusual featuresin
the X-ray structural models.
The atoms giving rise to the superstructures
occur in the channels.The channelscontain the
remainingcations(Na+, Ca2*, and K* on the Na2
site),and anions(CO32-,Soa2-,OH- and H2O),and
vacanciescommonly occur on thesechannelsites.
The CO3 and SOa groups in cancrinite and
vishnevite, respectively,are disordered over two
alternativepositions unrelatedby symmetry (each
of multiplicity two) with equal probability. A
triangular face of the SOatetrahedronin vishnevite
has an orientation similar to that of the triangular
CO3 group in cancrinite, with an apical oxygen
atom of the SOagroup pointing either up or down
along the 63 axis. The OH and H2O groups in the
channels of basic (hydroxyl) cancrinite are in
positions similar to those of the oxygen atoms of
the CO3 group in cancrinite.
In the averagesubstructureof cancrinite,the C
atom of the CO3group is at (0, 0, e). The C atoms
occupy two split positions:Cl and C2, and Cl'
and C2'. The z values for the Cl and C2 split
positionsare 0.6729and 0.9137,respectively,and
their symmetry-relatedsplit positions, Cl' and
C2' , have ? values of 0.1729 and 0.4137,
respectively.All four C posilions are statistically
equally occupied;eachhas an occupancyfactor of
0.38. The important distancesbetweenthe C atom
positionsare: lor Cl-C2, 1.234,, for Cl-Cl' and
C2-C2', 2,56A, for Cl*C2' andCl' -C2, 3.79A,
and for Cl-C2 and Cl'-C2' ,3.88 A. For someof
thesedistances,the C atomsare locatedin adjacent
subcells.However, the 1.23A distanceis too short
to permit both positions to be occupied simultaneouslyin a unit subcell.Thesedistanceswill be
discussedfurther below. The four C positions and
their deficient site-occupancieslead to the possibility of an ordering of the CO3groups and their
vacanciesin forming superstructuresin cancrinite.
This ordering is associatedwith consequentre-arrangementof cationsand vacancieson the Na2 site.

The origins of the satellite reflections in the
cancrinite-groupminerals are not known. In the
first phase of this project, the substructuresof
severalcancrinite-groupmineralsthus wererefined
using single-crystal X-ray diffraction data; the
pertinent crystal-chemicaldata are summarizedin
Table l. One of the aims was to provide accurate
structural data to form a basisfor the development
of superstructuremodels ts explain the various
satellite-reflections that occur in the cancrinitegroup minerals. The averagesubstructuresinclude
the effectsof positionaland compositionalmodulaEt-scrnoN MIcRoscoPY
tions, so that such substructurescontain information about the superstructures.
The X-ray structural
data, therefore, form a useful starting point for an
The specimen used in this study is from
understandingof the superstnrcturesof cancrinite- DungannonTownship, Ontario (McMasterUnivergroup minerals.
sity collection #68024).The chemicalcomposition
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Frc. 2. [100]-zoneSAED pattern of cancrinitecontainingstrongrows of substructure
reflections (arrows), with seven rows of weaker satellite reflections between
adjacentsubstructurerows parallel to a*2and giving rise to an 8 x c supercell.

with 8 x c. Some rows of satellite reflections are
is Na5.e6Ca1.52[Al6Si6O24](COr)r.rrr1.75HrO,
hexagoqalsymmetry, cell parametersa 12.590,^c prominent, whereas others are weak (central
of 8 x c (: 40.936A; arrow). With X-ray diffraction, many rows of
5.117A, and a supercell
satellitereflections are unobservable(e,9., precesGrundy & Hassan 1982).
sion photographs in Brown & Cesbron 1973'
by
were
obtained
Fragments of cancrinite
crushing in acetone using an agate mortar and Grundy & Hassan 1982, Hassan& Grundy 1984).
pestle.The fragmentsin suspensionwere deposited However, in long-exposure (2 to 3 months)
on holey carbon support films, and HRTEM data photographs,all the satellitereflectionsare present
were recordedfrom thin regions.Electron micros- (Hassan1983),which excludesthe possibility that
copy was performed using a JEOL 4000EX the satellitereflectionsarise from multiple diffracmicroscopeoperatedat 400 keV and equippedwith tion in the SAED pattern. The rows of satellite
a + l5o double-tilt, top-entry goniometerstage;C, reflectionsare parallel to each other in the SAED
was 1.0 mm. HRTEM imageswere recordedusing pattern, so that the possibility of positional
modulations of the structure may be excluded
the minimum exposuremode.
pattern
is from a section (Buseck& Cowley 1983,Hassan& Buseck1989a'
The [100] zone SAED
= odd
of the crystalthat is parallel to the (210)plane, and b). The SAED pattern shows 001, I
in
space
forbidden
that
are
reflections
substructure
(z
There
are
it contains the 6, axis axis; Fig. 2).
in
sevenrows of satellitereflectionsthat are parallel group P63. Thesereflectionswere not observed
to
photographs
attributed
are
precession
and
X-ray
of
to a\ and occur between adjacent rows
substructurereflections(indicatedby arrow at the either multiple diffraction or superposition of
left of the figure), thus giving rise to a supercellof satellitereflections.
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,ff9tr€3
Frc. 3. HRTEM image down the [00] zone of cancrinite. The faint white lines (arrows at righ| are superstructure
fringes that are perpendicularto c. Thesewhite lines correspondto [Ca.CO3] vacancies.The black anowheads
at the right indicate the supercellrepeat. The top-left inset is an optical diffractogram in which the substmcture
rows of reflectionsare indicatedby arrows, and the rows of satellitereflectionsoccur betweenthe arrows. Bottom
insetsare the projected structure Qeft), schematicdiagram of the Al-Si framework (center),and an out-of-focus
print of the schematicdiagram (right). The centralinset is the calculatedimagebasedon the averagesubstructure.
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FIc. 4. Projections of the cancrinitestructure down [@]: top: one unit subcellshowingits content; only two of the
four averageC--atompositions are shown. Bottom: severalunit subcellswith one unit subcell outlined; the small
edgeis 5.1l7 A in dimension.

The optical diffractogram of the HRTEM image
(Fig. 3) contains rows of satellite reflections
betweenrow6 of substructurereflections(indicated
by arrow), so that the information regarding the
satellite reflections is contained in the imaee that

correspondsto the SAED pattern shown in Figure
2. The optical diffractogram is bounded by
reflections of type 00 t I and 0 t 2Q, which are
basedon the subcellwith c = 5.117 A The three
rows of substructurereflectionsare oointed out bv

))
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arrows; the unmarked rows are the satellite fringesthat are perpendicularto the c axis (arrows
reflections. The HRTEM image contains faint at right). The black arrowheadscorre-spondto the
white lines that correspondto the superstructure periodof thesupercellrepeat(40.944. Thewhite
(b)
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Frc. 5. (a) The averagepositionsof the CO3groups(denotedby Cl, C2, Cl' , and
C2') and the Na2 positions (planesdenotedby x) in a channelof a supercellin
cancrinite.(b) and (c): Models of order of the ions and vacanciesin a supercell.
Filled Na2 positions are not shown in (b) and (c), but filled C positions are
indicated. The four horizontal arrows point out vacanciesin CO3 groups and
associatedCa atom; the latter are denotedby -Ca. The two large arrows point
out a supercellrepeat; they correspondto pairs of black anows in Figure 3,
whereasthe pair of small arrows correspondto the pairs of white anows in
Figure 3. The letter s denotesC-C distanceof 2.56 A The C-C distancesof
3.79 or 3.S8 A are unlabeled. The vertical arrowheads indicate slight
displacementsof the CO3 groups along the e axis. The numbers (1, 3, and 4)
indicate the number of O atoms from the CO3 groups coordinatedto the Na2
site. The differencebetweenthe (b) and (c) modelsof order occursin the region
betweenthe middle two horizontal arrows: elsewherethe modelsare identical.
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arrowheadspoint out two additional faint white
lines within each supercell. These white lines
correspond to carbonate-group and associated
Ca-atomomissions(seebelow); there arethreesuch
[CarCOr] omissionswithin a supercell.The white
lines are unevenlyspaced(about 15 A away from
either edgeof a supercell;Figs. 3, 5).
The crystal structure projected down the [100]
zone of cancrinite is shown as a bottom-left inset
in Figure 3. An enlarged print of this projected
structure, together with the unit-cell content, is
given in Figure 4. The small rectangular box
correspondsto one substructurecell; the short edge
is approxir4ately5 A in dimension(bottom of Fig.
4). A schematic diagram showing the ABAB,..
stackingsequenceof the Al-Si framework is given
as the central inset along the bottom of Figure 3
to emphasizethe double set of six-memberedrings
in the projectedstructure.An out-of-focusprint of
this schematic diagram shows the six-membered
rings as white dots that correspondto the white
dots in the HRTEM image (bottom-right inset in
Fie. 3)
Cancrinite is extremelyunstablein the electron
beam; it was thus not possibleto obtain the usual
through-focusseriesof images.Instead,interpretation of the HRTEM image was achievedthrough
imagecalculations.Suchimageswerecalculatedfor
the average substructure-of cancrinite using the
SHIRLI setof programs(O'Keefe& Buseck1979,
O'Keefe et al. 1978). Images were calculated for
the [l00] zone over a range of defocusvaluesand
thicknesses.Calculationswere performedusing the
electron-optical parameters given above for the
JEOL 4000EX microscope,together with a divergenceangle of 0.8 milliradians, a depth of focus
of 95 A, and an objective aperture of 0.6 A-1.
A calculated image, based on the average
structure of cancrinite,is given as the central inset
in Figure 3. This image is basedon athickness of
76 A and a defocus value of -500 A For these
values,areasof light contrastcorrespondto regions
of low density of electrons.The positions of the
six-memberedwindows can be seenas white dots
in the HRTEM image, and the additional faint
white lines can be interpreted as CO3 vacancies.
Becausesuch anion vacanciesare associatedwith
Ca-atom vacancies (for charge balance), the
HRTEM image indicates both Ca and CO,
vacancies,1.e., [CarCO3] vacancies(Fig. 5).
Differencesbetweenthe calculatedimagefor the
averagesubstructureand the presentexperimental
HRTEM imagecan be attributed to the superstructure in cancrinite. The main difference between
thesetwo imagesis the presenceof faint white lines
in the HRTEM image, which is attributed to
[CarCOr] vacancies. Such vacancies are also
indicated in the chemical composition and in the

X-ray structural model, and their positions can be
obtained from the HRTEM image.
DISCUSSION

In the average substructure of cancrinite, the
carbonategroups occur in the channelsalong the
63€rX€s;
with their C atomsin two distinct positions
(Cl and C2), 1.23 A apart; each site has an
occupancyof 0.38. The C atoms occur on two
additional symmetry-relatedpositions (Cl' and
C2'). The Na2 site also is locatedin the channels,
and in the averagesubstructure,eachNa2 position
The
contains0.67Na, 0,25 Ca, and 0.08vacancies.
occupancyof the C atom positions indicatesthree
to four CO3-groupvacancieswithjn the period of
a supercell (8 x c : 40.94 A Fie. 5). The
superstructure in cancrinite is related to the
ordering of such carbonate-groupomissions,with
consequentordering of cations and their vacancies
on the Na2 site (Grundy & Hassan1982).From the
great number of possibilities, a superstructure
model was establishedthrough computer simulations of all possible combinations of ordering
patterns. A good match was obtained between
calculated and observed 00/ satellite reflections,
both in X-ray diffraction and SAED patterns
(Grundy & Hassan1982).
According to the chemicalanalysis,a channelin
a supercellof cancrinitecontains31.68Na, 12.12
Ca cations, and 12,56 CO: anions. The
stoichiometriccompositionfor a channelshould be
48 (Na * Ca), i.e,,32 Na and 16 Ca, and 16 CO3
(32 half-occupiedpositions).This distribution gives
rise to 3.44 CO3-groupvacanciesand about 4.2 (Ca
+ Na) vacancies in a channel of a supercell.
However, the HRTEM image indicates three
carbonate-groupomissions per supercell. Therefore, the superstructureis related to ordering of
three CO3-groupvacancies'together with 32 Na'
13 Ca cations. and three Ca-atom vacancies(for
chargebalance)on the Na2 site in a channel of a
supercell. The Na2 is a six-fold site; the cations
occur in groupsof threebecauseof the 63symmetry
axis. In each group, the cations occur in a
triangular configuration.
Results of the chemical analysisindicate a l:l
correspondencebetween CO3 and Ca; therefore,
there are three vacant [CarCOr] clusters and
thirteen occupied [CarCOr] clusters. Thus, a Ca
atom is associatedwith each CO3 group. The
positions of the [CarCO3] vacancieswere located
on the HRTEM image, and therefore the filled
CO3-group positions could be deduced. The Ca
atoms and their vacanciescan order on a spiral
down the channels.In this ordering model, each
subcell part of the channel contains a net charge
of 4+ (correspondingto four Na cations)' so that

THE ORIGIN OF THE SUPERSTRUCTUREIN CANCRINITE

the chargeis evenlydistributed along the channels.
The ordering of the channel ions and their
vacancies gives rise to the superstructure in
cancrinite. A similar type of ordering model was
computer-simulatedby Grundy & Hassan (1982).
However, in the presentsuperstructuremodel, the
number and positions of [CarCOr] vacancieswere
observedin the HRTEM image.The presentmodel
is thus more advancedthan that given by Grundy
& Hassan (1982), where such vacancieswere not
directly observable.More importantly, both models
indicate that only the ordering of the channelions
needsto be consideredin rationalizing the superstructurein cancrinite-groupminerals.
Two superstructuremodelsare shown schematically in Figure 5. The C atom positions (Cl, C2,
Cl', and C2') are indicated in the average
substructure,and each cation plane that contains
two Na and one Ca atom on the Na2 site is denoted
by x (Fig. 5a). Cation planesthat contain a vacant
Ca atom are denoted by -Ca (Figs. 5b, c). The
occupiedC-alom positionsare indicatedin Figures
5b and c, and their displacementsare indicated by
vertical arrowheads. Of the two possible superstructure models, (b) has sevenoccupied Cl (and
Cl') positions and six occupied C2 (and C2')
positions,and (c) hassix occupiedCl positionsand
sevenoccupiedC2 positions. Equal numbersof (b)
and (c) ordering give rise to equal occupancyof Cl
and C2, as indicated by the X-ray structure
refinement. The (b) and (c) ordering can occur in
different channelsor in different parts of the same
channel.
The superstructuremodels have sevenlong C-C
distances(3,79or 3.88 A) and sevenshort distances
(2.56A. The short distancesare denotedby s, and
the long distancesare unlabeled(Figs. 5b, c). The
long and short distancesare distributedthroughout
the supercells.Suchdistribution ofthe CO3groups
releasesstructural strain.
If only C-C distancesof 2.56 A occur, a
cancrinite containing two CO3 groups per unit
subcellis possible,and this will give rise to the ideal
end-member formula for cancrinite (Table l).
However,sucha fully occupiedCOr-rich cancrinite
cannot contain a superstructure and may be
unstable because of large structural strains.
Specimensof carbonate cancrinite contain superstructures.Therefore,a few long C-C distancesare
required to stabilize cancrinite, and this naturally
leads to samplesof COr-deficient cancrinite that
display different superstructures.
If only long C-C distances occur, and the
average CO, content from eight subcells is
calculated.cancrinitewould contain1.250or 1.357
CO3groupsper unit subcell,comparedto 1.63CO,
in the present specimen. However, cancrinite
contains a maximum of about 1.7 CO3 groups.

)t

Therefore, the structure of cancrinite can accommodate both C-C distancesof 2.56 and 3.8 A
Presumably,thereis a limit to the numberof 2.56-it
C-C distancesthat can occur in the structure.
Furthermore,the 2.56-A C-C distancecan be
of the CO3-groups
increasedby slight displacements
along the e axis, as indicated by the vertical
arrowheads (Figs. 5b, c). The elongation of the
thermal ellipsoidsfor the CO3-groupatomsparallel
to the z axis indicatesthat such displacementsdo
occur (Grundy & Hassan1982).The averageof tle
thirteen C-C distanceswithin a supercellis 3.15 A
which is a reasonabledistance.This result indicates
that CO3-group displacementsare favorable in
cancrinite. These geometrical possibilities and
[CarCO3] vacanciesallow for the formation of
different superstructuresin different samplesof
cancrinite.
The ordering of the channelions that givesrise
to the superstructurein cancrinitecan be rationalized further by consideringthe coordinationsof the
Na2 site. There are two equally plausiblecoordinations for the Na2 site in the averagesubstructure
(see Fig. 7 in Grundy & Hassan 1982). In the
average substructure, the Na2 site is six-coordinated; it is bonded to three framework O atoms
and to three O atoms from the CO3groups. If the
Cl positionsare occupied,the Na2 site bonds to
two O atoms of the CO, group that is above and
to one such O atom from below in a trigonal
bipyramidal coordination. If the C2 positions are
occupied, however, the Na2 site bonds to one O
atom from the CO, group that is aboveand to two
such O atoms from below in an octahedral
coordination. Bond-valencecalculationsabout the
Na2 site indicate that the two possible coordinations of the Na2 siteare electrostaticallyequivalent.
The Na2 site containsno markedanisotropy,which
indicatesthat the framework is insensitiveto the
type of cation or vacancy on this site. Chemical
variation and ordering on the Na2 site are
accommodatedsolelyby the positioning of the CO3
groups within the channel.
In the superstructuremodels, the number.of O
atoms from the CO3groups coordinating the Na2
site is indicated(Fies. 5b, c). The numberis l, 3,
or 4. The implications for each of thesecoordinations are as follows: (a) If three such bonds occur,
the coordination of the Na2 site would be similar
to that in the averagesubstructure(seeabove),but
the C-C distance would be short (2.56 A). The
mineral would thus be under structural strain. The
releaseof the structural strain is accomplishddby
small displacementsof the CO, groups along the z
axis, positioning of their vacancies, and by
variations in the coordination of the Na2 site to O
atoms of the CO3 groups. (b) If one such bond
occurs, the CO3 group is pulled along the e axis
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toward the Na2 site. (c) If four such bonds occur,
a [CarCOr] vacancy is present. In this case, the
associatedplane of cationscontainstwo Na atoms,
and the CO3 groups are free to move either up or
down along the z axis, dependingon the positions
of the neighboringC atoms. Becausethe neighboring positions have short C-C distances,the CO3
groupsmovetoward eachother to take up the space
left by a [CarCOr] vacancy.
In both superstructuremodels (b) and (c), the
displacement of one CO3 group (indicated by
double arrows) may be either up or down. This
rationalization of the superstructuremodels indicates the close chemical communication between
the variousatomsand the vacancies:the framework
regulatesthe Na2 site, which in turn influencesthe
positions and vacanciesof the CO3 groups in the
supercell.This effect also accountsfor the chemical
composition and the nonstoichiometry in
cancrinite.In support and extensionof the present
structural model, the general nature of the
superstructures in two other members of the
cancrinitegroup is briefly discussedbelow.
The observed superstructure in vishnevite is
attributed to ordering of the SO, group (Hassan&
Grundy 1984).A unit subcellin vishnevitecontains
two symmetry-unrelatedorientations of the SO4
group (apical oxygen atom pointing either up or
down). Equal occurrencesof eachSOaorientation
would give a random pattern and no superstructure. However, if some correlation existsbetween
channels, any up-down residual ordering of the
SOa groups would give rise to superstructure
formation. The orderingof the SO. groupstogether
with a sympatheticordering of the cations (Na, K,
and Ca) on the Na2 site within the channelsgive
rise to the observed satellite reflections in vishnevite. The superstructurefeatures a doubling of
the c axis.
Basic(hydroxyl) cancriniteis stoichiometricwith
respect to the interframework Na cations; in
particular, the Na2 site is fully occupied by Na
atoms (Hassan & Grundy l99la). Therefore, the
Na atoms on the Na2 site do not contribute to the
satellite reflections, which arise from ordering of
the OH and H2O groups in the channels.The OH
and H2O groups in basic cancrinite are located in
positions similar to those of the oxygen atoms of
the CO3 group in cancrinite. The superstructure
featuresa tripling of the c axis.
The ordering of atomic species,as in cancrinite,
is commonly called substitutional, atomic, or
densityordering.The structuresof cancrinite-group
minerals can be modulated becausethe satellite
reflections move with temperature and composition, so that the satellitereflectionsindicatedensity
modulations.In suitablecases,densitymodulations
can be distinguishedfrom positional modulations

using SAED patterns (Buseck& Cowley 1983);
cancrinite- and sodalite-group minerals provide
ideal examples of these types of modulations
(Hassan& Buseck 1989a,b, Hassan& Grundy
1989,l99lb).
CONCLUSIONS

Many cancrinite crystalsdisplay extensivesatellite reflections.Thesereflectionscanbe rationalized
as the effectsof cation and anion ordering on atom
sitesthat are located in the channelsof cancrinite;
such sites are positionally defined by the space
group P63. An ordered arrangementof Ca, Na,
and CO, ions, and [CarCOr] vacanciesover the
available sites in the channels, according to the
results of the chemical analysis, structure refinement, HRTEM imaging, and image calculations,
has beenestablished.The ordering of theseatomic
speciesgives rise to the satellite reflections in
cancrinite.The HRTEM imageof cancriniteshows
the ordering of [CarCOr] vacancies.Finally, the
principles derived from cancrinitecan be extended
to other related cancrinitelike minerals, sodalitegroup minerals,and zeolites.
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